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We respond to the need to connect 
the power plants and substations to 
power grids for customers including 
Power Producer and Supplier (PPS). 
We use our proprietary technology to 
interconnect the grid, and leverage 
our technology developed over the 
years and our rich expertise to 
contribute to electric 
power and power 
system stabilization. 

We help factories and of�ce 
buildings realize the optimal 
operation of energy and their 
needs. In addition to substation 
systems, we help provide optimal 
control of distributed power 
generation (power generation, 
photovoltaic systems, storage 
battery systems, etc.) and a variety 
of items with ICT, contribute to 
reducing energy consumption, 
lowering costs, reducing CO2, and 
offering measures for voltage dips 
and BCP. 

Remote islands that get their 
power mainly from diesel 
generators have high electricity 
prices due to fuel transportation 
costs and have large CO2 
emissions due to their 
dependence on fossil fuel. We 
contribute to the stable supply 
of power and higher usage rate 
of renewable energy of remote 
islands through a combination 
of power generation with 
renewable energy and storage 
batteries. 

We help to collect and visualize 
detailed energy information in homes, 
and make saving energy pleasant. 
Our aim is to create rich towns that 
are great places to live, and we are 
working to realize the development 
of a system of local production for 
local consumption that levels out 
energy in an area. 

SPSS Playing an Active Role 
in a Variety of Locations
Smart Power Supply Systems (SPSS) are solutions that realize energy savings and the stable supply of electricity by combining 
various distributed power generators using the core substation equipment and grid connection technology Nissin Electric has 
developed over many years. 
        It plays an active role in a variety of locations and contributes to the construction of a smart community that realizes a rich society. 

We provide energy solutions for water 
treatment facilities that reduce CO2 
emissions using unused energy and 
save energy through optimal water 
treatment control where the reduction 
of CO2 emissions and BCP measures 
are required. We contribute to the 
construction of a healthy water 
environment. 

Feature SPSS® Smart Power Supply Systems 

Developing a Facility Assessment System 
Combining IoT 

Support Via Remote Maintenance 

Facility assessments are carried out to evaluate the entire 
equipment system to check for aging electrical equipment 
after a prolonged period of use. This enables us to propose 
renewal plans and extend service life, while coordinating with 
the service life of plant facilities. 

We carry out regular maintenance inspections and replace 
or repair parts with a limited lifetime to prevent damage or 
accidents before they happen and to extend service life. 
Our commitment to the customer covers the entire life cycle 
of their equipment. 

We carry out testing and adjustments for each facility and also 
comprehensive adjustment testing of all plant facilities to ensure 
our electrical equipment is installed and used correctly. Our 
equipment is then handed over to the customer after ascertaining 
that we have fulfilled all customer requests for systemization. 

With safety and quality being our number one priorities, paying 
heed to the environment and in full compliance with various 
standards, laws and regulations, we carry out delivery, 
installation, assembly, and cable connection work. 
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Over the entire life cycle of Nissin Electric Group products delivered 
to our customers, we provide comprehensive support services, 
spanning from installation work to on-site testing, maintenance, 
facility assessment, and renewal. Our basic philosophy is defined 
by the phrases “safety and quality first,” “trust and peace of 
mind from the customer,” “good advisor for the customer” and 
“grow and develop to meet customer needs.” Our many years 
of experience and excellent technological prowess enable us to 
supply the optimal service to each individual customer. Going 
forward, we will expand our life cycle engineering business and 
further enhance customer satisfaction by developing new services.

Main Services

Net Sales

2017 (FY)

239218

20162015

224

(100 million yen)

Review of Operations by Segment 

Life Cycle Engineering

We are working on the development of the “Electrical Equipment 
DOCTOR” a facility assessment system that combines our 
proprietary facility assessment equipment with IoT.

We provide remote support to the solar power plants with a remote 
visualization and observation service by a remote monitoring 
system.
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Aiming for the Optimal Operation 
of Entire Factories Together with 
Our Customers

Manufacturer Energy Management System 
FACTMATE® and EneMon®

SPSS Playing an Active Role in a Variety of Locations 

Feature SPSS® Smart Power Supply Systems 

We installed an energy management system in stages in 
the factory of a certain manufacturer. We first installed the 
FACTMATE central monitoring system which monitors 
demand in the factory and manages the operation of power 
equipment and plants, and established an environment for 
the safe and secure operation of facilities. We then visualized 
their electricity using EneMon. By merging factory electricity 
data with on-site production data, we were able to visualize 
the production line. In this way, We contribute to saving 
energy and the optimum operation of the entire factory.
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Here, we introduce our products that are being used in our five target markets. 

We developed a real time ammonia nitrogen continuous 
monitoring system that measures and monitors the 
concentration of ammonia nitrogen in the sewage treatment 
process using an ammonia sensor, and installed it at a water 
treatment facility. This system contributes to the stable quality 
of treated water and reduces energy through real-time 
measurements and visualization. 

In a demonstration of building a power demand and supply 
regulation service to stabilize energy on the island, we supplied 
an outdoor type gateway for the remote control of energy 
resources, such as the controllable loads of the EcoCute 
home heat pump, water heating and supply systems. We 
are contributing to the realization of a future smart city concept.

Miyako Air Terminal, Co. Ltd. has installed a self-consumption 
photovoltaic system together with a storage battery system. 
Surplus solar power is used to charge the storage battery, 
and the battery provides electricity when solar power 
generation output is lacking. This allows surplus solar power 
to be effectively used without waste, and realizes the local 
production of electricity for local consumption. 

The interconnection of electricity converted from AC to 
DC, and connecting it to 50Hz and 60Hz grids and to 
places that are not connected by land, like Honshu and 
Hokkaido, is called cross-regional interconnection.

The installation of a new model of AC filter at TEPCO 
Power Grid, Incorporated’s Shin-Shinano substation, along 
with the expansion of cross-regional interconnection equipment, 
is compact, light, and doubles unit capacity. We were able 
to halve the number of installed units per shunt and contribute 
to the stable operation of cross-regional connection equipment.
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Examples of the use of
Energy Management System

(Actual-scale operation model made at Maebashi Works)

275kV AC Filter Capacitor Photovoltaic System Storage Battery System 

Realizes optimal 
control of distributed 
power generation

Characteristics of the real time ammonia
nitrogen continuous monitoring system 

Energy conservation
Optimally adjusts airflow based on ammonia concentration 
and reduces power consumption
Improvement of water quality
Levels the reaction tank load and controls pumping volume
Stable operation
Planned operation possible by predicting inflow load
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